Training Services
Delivering Enhanced Return from
Peple, Assets and Technologies

Roxar Software Solutions offers a broad range of highly practical,
training programmes, continually updated to reflect the rapidly
advancing workflows used in the E&P industry.

IN SUMMARY
• Empowering asset teams
• Driving investment return
• Addressing reservoir management challanges
• Combining theoretical understanding with practical
experience
• Teaching not just ‘what to do but ‘how’ and ‘why’

The result will be enhanced reservoir performance, optimal
decision-making and an empowering of the asset team.

RSS Training Services: Knowledge + Skills =
Competence
Empowering the Asset Team
Successful product implementation in the E&P industry today is more
than hardware or software. It’s about the people, information,
workflows, assets and technologies that create a complete
service-focused solution. Most importantly of all, it’s about the skills
of members of the asset team who play such key roles in driving
investment returns.
Yet today’s asset teams are facing significant challenges:
• They are working with more mature and geologically complex
reservoirs with increasing technical challenges;
• They must integrate multiple disciplines to create effective and
productive workflows;
• They must increase their subsurface understanding to quantify
uncertainties and reduce risk; and
• They are facing increasing demands on their resources with
growing skills shortages and pressures to do more with less.
Today’s employees must be trained and empowered as quickly and as
effectively as possible so that they can become productive asset
team members and address reservoir management challenges.
In this way, they can not only look forward to a structured and
rewarding career (with increased retention rates for the
organisation), but can drive maximum returns from their reservoir
modelling, history management and simulation software
investments.

Whether an ‘off-the-shelf’ training module or a customised
programme for an entire asset team and from property, fault or
fracture modelling through to reservoir simulation and uncertainty
management, Roxar Software Solutions (RSS) will work with you to
ensure that your people have the right skills and knowledge to deliver
enhanced returns from their assets and technologies.
The RSS training approach consists of:
• Training programmes run by geoscientists and engineers who
combine their theoretical understanding with on site practical
experience so that every programme is hands-on, pragmatic and
relevant;
• An understanding that learners must have a solid understanding
of reservoir dynamics and a broad appreciation of all asset team
roles;
• That in-company training programmes should be customised to
directly reflect the specific workflows and data;
• That training material and the latest geosciences techniques are
continually updated through close relationships with universities
and the latest developments from the field; and
• A coherent learning path where learning is consolidated at every
stage for maximum knowledge retention and as a means of
creating productive asset team members.

Training Services

From Core Skills to Skills Transfer
To ensure the right training for the user, RSS brings a selection of
different focuses to its training. These consist of:
• Core Skills Transfer, providing participants with the knowledge
to be an effective member of any reservoir management team,
irrespective of the software used.
• Software Training, designed to specifically support RSS software.
• Skills Transfer, an intensive fast-track programme intended to
bring less experienced staff up to operational effectiveness as
quickly as possible.

the software’s application in a wide variety of scenarios, such as field
appraisal, brownfield development and reservoir optimisation.
Training modules include:
• Managing Uncertainty Before Production Starts and After
History Matching with ENABLE (3 Days)
• ENABLE Advanced Technology (2 Days)

RSS also provides mentoring, allowing the trainee to receive expert
guidance as they build a live model using asset data; a self-study
programme; and eventual certification. Individuals can also be
identified for fast-track promotions.

3D Geological Modelling
Roxar RMS is the industry’s leading reservoir modelling solution,
comprising 24 fully integrated software modules. RSS provides a
wide variety of training modules to help clients generate maximum
value covering everything from an introduction to 3D geological
modelling through to advanced property, fracture and fault
modelling; simulation grid design; uncertainty management; and
well planning. Training modules include:
• Introduction to 3D Geological Modelling in RMS (3 Days)
• Advanced Property Modelling in RMS (3 Days)
• Modelling Fractures Reservoirs Using Fracperm (2 Days)
• Simulation Grid Design & Upscaling in RMS (2 Days)
• Fault Modelling and Fault Seal Analysis in RMS (2 Days)
• Quantifying Reservoir Uncertainty with RMS (2 Days)
• Well Planning in RMS (1 Day)

Delivering Full-Field Simulation
Roxar Tempest is a highly innovative reservoir engineering solution,
delivering fast and accurate reservoir simulation. To enable RSS
clients to carry out full field reservoir simulation projects that
increase reservoir understanding, RSS provides modules that include:
• Reservoir Simulation Using Tempest (3 Days)
• Advanced Reservoir Simulation Using Tempest (3 Days)

Why Choose us?
So why come to RSS for your training needs?
• We are the leading experts in reservoir management.
• We have a proven track record with thousands of geologists and
engineers having gone through our training programmes.
• We have a consistent approach to all our training which, while
delivered in locations across the world, is designed so that skills
can be transferred seamlessly across borders.
• We help trainees know not just what to do but how and why
they should do it, ensuring that asset team members are
operating independently as quickly as possible.
• We make sure that your needs come first with our flexible
programmes customised to meet your direct needs.

To empower asset teams and generate enhanced returns from
people, assets and technologies, contact us today on rss@
roxar.com or visit www.roxar.com for a full list of our current
training modules.

Managing Reservoir Uncertainties
Roxar Tempest ENABLE is a history matching and uncertainty
estimation software solution that provides high quality history
matches and reliable uncertainty estimates. RSS’s training supports
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